
Mostly PET development:

PetAcquisitionData from scanner info
listmodeToSinograms converter (supports any camera supported by STIR)
Randoms estimation
AcquisitionSensitivtyModel
OpenMP acceleration

Other things:

Documentation (Developers Guide & Doxygen)
More tests (ctest)
VM
Coverage reporting
General bug fixes

All development in Python
In recent years, moving from smooth (differentiable) optimisation to non-smooth problems (e.g., total
variation regularisation)
Core classes are similar to SIRF (AcquisitionData, ImageData, etc.)
Main classes:

1. operator for forward/backwards projections (SIRF equivalent = AcquisitionModel)
2. function
3. algorithm

Questions:
1. Additional objective function class to join all individual (smooth and not) components?

SIRF currently uses STIR for PET reconstruction, which only deals with smooth objective
functions currently

2. How simple/complex?
3. What is the overhead of simplifying?
4. Acceleration with C++/GPU?

Potentially useful for SIRF.

CCPPETMR 20th Software Meeting
New in release v1.0.0

CCPi objective functions (Jakob)



Need to consider licensing and maintaining code quality with SIRF
Proposal:

Data:
on a Zenodo Community (named CCPPETMR?)
Assigns DOIs
Easy to download data with CMake (but disabled by default to minimise file sizes)

Code (3 levels):
1. SIRF/SIRF-Superbuild (github): high quality
2. SIRF-Contributions (github): code that uses SIRF, minimal curation, no guaranteed support,

help migrating to SIRF
3. List of links on wiki page: Non-SIRF code, don't require proper licensing, independent repos,

potential help migrating to SIRF/SIRF-contributions

For SIRF-contributions, require license letter, README.md, CMake:ists.txt/setup.py, minimal
examples/tests. Repository is tagged with SIRF version, so that users know which version of SIRF is
supported. Contributions via PullRequests

Scatter (Nikos)
Comparison of scatter simulatino with Monte Carlo results
Subsample by factor of 10
Ludovica has modifications to Nikos' code, so need to merge efforts together

Conda (Edo)
Can run PET examples, can start Gadgetron, mostly simple tiny bit more work required (half
day?)

Update on GE scanners (Palak)

Already in STIR
GE listmode -> sinogram
GE singles -> randoms

Problems with flip in one of the axes. Also, problem with origin causes slight shift in objects
Currently working on detector and view offset

Registration

SIRFReg -> NiftyReg

Contributions

SIRF v1.1



PSMR: Post-reconstruction motion correction with anatomical prior
MIC: Motion corrected kinetics, with anatomical prior

Sunday 20th May: PSMR training school (Elba, Italy)
~30 participants
run on VM, Docker or Azure

14th June: CCPi Fringe meeting (RAL)
Early July (Doodle required): 21st Software meeting (UCL?)

Combined with Working Group

Hackathon discussion
Simulation tcon
Phantom tcon
16th/17th May CCPi workshop training for Aviso (RAL) - more info to come from Edoardo

Future events


